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The Fractal Cosmos wall calendar features the organic computer-generated designs of Alice Kelley,

who says, Fractals are an intuitive glimpse into the infinite order that composes the natural world, as

well as being proof that math is beautiful.  A year of awesome fractal artwork on your wall.

Frameable artbook-quality printing. The perfect gift for the math and computer science enthusiast.

12 abstract computer-generated fractals by Alice Kelley. Features quotes from luminaries such as

Marie Curie and Sir Isaac Newton. Printed on FSC Certified Mixed Source Paper with soy-based

inks. Published by Amber Lotus, an independent carbon-negative US company that has planted

more than half a million trees since 2008. This calendar features US and Canadian legal holidays,

phases of the moon, and important observances of the world's major religions.  Fractals are the

visual depictions of mathematical equations the same equations, in fact, that describe natural

phenomena such as crystal growth, galaxy formation, plant shapes, and weather patterns. A

computer program assigns a color to each point in the image based on the answers to a chosen

equation, which then results in cosmic or abstract fractal shapes. Dozens of variables are

manipulated in order to create these fascinating psychedelic art images.
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So glad to once again have the Fractal Cosmos calendar on my wall. Last year I had to return it as

my girlfriend ended up buying me some calendar of her choosing SO I HAD TO HANG THAT ONE

of course!! In 2014 and possibly 2013 I had the Fractal Cosmos calendar hung. Heck, I used to use

FractalSpirit as a username for some thing... that's how much I have come to love this Fractal



""artwork"". It's really a mix of art and mathematics resulting in something seemingly metaphysical in

a non-traditonal manner. It's beautiful!!

A beautiful calendar -- my good hint = save your old calendars to use as wrapping paper during the

following year.

Wonderfully beautiful pictures each month of the year and makes a nice little something extra for

your math, science and artists friends! I think I bought 3 & every single person loved theirs!

Love these calendars!!I have been buying them every year for the past 3 year. Never disappoints!!

This calendar sits in the middle of our house. Its lovely art elevates it from utility to decor.

I order her fractal calendars every year! They are always so special

Great pics to checK out. Anyone into fractal photos will love this!

Sharp pictures, arrived quickly, good quality calendar.
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